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A&M COLLEGE of TEXA
Prairie View, Texas

PV Meets Bishop
In Cotton Bowl
Saturday Night
The Prairie View A&M
Panthers will ho t the
Bishop College Tigers Saturday night, October 18.
The Panthers will return THE NATURAL LOOK - The Afro-American -.style is
to the Cotton Bowl for the popular look on campus during the Fall Semester
their first Saturday night as is evident by the three coeds above.
game to be played there. ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In the past many PV
students have attended the
PV-Bishop Classic and this
year is to be no exception.
It is hoped that Charter
Buses will be provided for
those students without
transportation.
So, let's all support our
Panthers in the State Fair
Football Classic.

Students Named to Who's
Who In Nation's Colleges

A total of thirty-seven Alabama.
Prairie View A&M ColThe list includes
lege students have been Gwendolyn Adams, Beauapproved for listing in the mont; James Alford, Oakannual
publication
wood; Sharon Allen. RefuWho's
Who
Among
Stugio:
Dorothy Anderson,
WALLER COUNTY FAIR PAR- "Fantasy Conquered." The beauties are
dents in American Colleges Beaumont; Jay D. AnderADE - The theme was the "World of (I tor) Edwina Johnson, Adrian Cooper,
and Universities.
son. Kilgore; Dan Baca.
Fantasy". PV' float showed pretty Sondra Nicholas, Tonya Hendricks, Lynn
Dr. T. R. Solomon, Dean Los Lunas, New Mexico;
co-eds on the moon, with the caption Atkinson and Maria Robledo.
of Students released the Arthur Bass, Houston; Joe
list Friday after receiving Beasley, Gilmer; Ira Bell,
Two Juniors and one approval from the nation- 1 Bastrop;
Marvin
Bell .
Sophomore have been sel- al office in Tuscaloosa. i Srr WHO'. WHO . Page 3
ected as editors of the 1970
yearbook by Dr. Curtis
Wood, Faculty Advisor. Homecoming Plans
The trio appointed are :
Prairie View A&M parted the huge turnout. He expressed for the quality Adrian Cooper, Reba Wells
ticipated fully in the open- , was also seated at the head of participation including a nd Alfred Johnson .
ing day activities for the table at the Luncheon held all units.
Adrian is a Junior, BusiAnnual
Waller County for the Governor and leadPRESS CLUB FLOAT ness Administration major
Fair last Friday which had ing Waller County citizens.
Students of the Press from Ft. Worth. Reba
as its top visitor, the Gov- Other Prairie View staff Club along with Dr. c. A. Wells hails from Houston
The 1969 Homecoming Homecoming Parade. Specernor of the State of Tex- members attending the Wood, Miss Karen Lee, and and is a Junior, Social Seras.
luncheon included Dean D. Mr. Eric Johnson, supplied vice major. Alfred is a Planning Committee com- ial activities for homecomPresident A. I. Thomas L. Wilson, Dr. T. R. Solo- the ideas and labor to Sophomore, Business Ad- posed of students, faculty ing weekend includes: (1)
rode in a special car with mon, Dr. C. A. Wood, Mr. bring the float to reality. ministration major and and alumni is at work on The Crescendo Showcase,
Miss Prairie View and H. M. Smith, and Dr. Don- Miss Lee, a teacher of Art comes from Detroit, Michi- final plans for the Annual (2) A Concert and Jazz
SGA
President Marvin aid Sowell.
in the School of Home Ee- gan. All three are well ex- Homecoming Celebration Show, (3) Pep Rallies , (4)
Bell. Following the presiThe occasion was a his- onomics worked out the perienced and are raring to scheduled on November 8. 1P~gskin Review, (5) alumThe theme for the occasion m and student dances, (6)
dent's car were the band torical one for Prairie idea with Press Club stu- get started.
and majorettes, the Persh- View since it was the first dents. The Dean of AgriThey plan to make the is "Learning Today-Lead- ! alumni sessions, (7) home1coming parade, and (8)
ing Rifles Drill team, time in the history that culture promised assist- 1970 Pantherland much ing Tomorrow."
All
campus
clubs
and
orthe big football game beNavy ROTC cadets and a the college had been so . ance and gave it through more enjoyable, exciting
float full of pretty coeds. represented at the County l the cooperation of several •and worthwhile remem- ganiza tions are invited to tween the Panthers and
participate in the Annual Maryland State.
Dr. Thomas was a plat- Fair. High pr~ise has been 1 • ee GOV. SMITH, Par,e 2
bering.
Dr. S. R. Collins is
form guest at the opening
Chairman and Dr. J . L.
ceremonies on the Fair
Brown, Co-Chairman of
Grounds when the Goverthe Homecoming Planning
nor Preston Smith addressCommittee. Dr. M. J .
Brooks is Alumni Chairman.

1969 Pantherland
Editors Named

Students and Staff Help Welcome
Governor Smith to Waller County

"Learning Today - Leading
Tomorrow" Is 1969 Theme

I

No PV Plans
For Vietnam
Moratorium

A check among student

groups on campus indicated no special plans for
Wednesday's Vietnam
Moratorium
which
is
scheduled on most campuses across the nation.
There is definite feeling
on the issue of Vietnam,
but no one is pushing for
demonstration in this connection it appears.
Nationally the moratorium has been gaining momentum as the October 15
date. moves closer.

College Grants
Total $11,000
Grants from the American Foundry Society and
one from the Stauffer
Chemical Company
amounted to $11,000 the
College received within the
past few weeks.
The American Foundry
Society awarded $7,500 for
scholarships and the Texas
chapter of the Society added $500 for recruitment of
students to the field.
The Stauffer Chemical
PV IN THE ASTRODOME - NROTC Cadets are Pictured during halftime ceremonies in the Astrodome Company made a grant of
recently. Over 22,000 fans attended the game betweenPV and Southern - th◄ first appearance for both $3,000 to the Chemistry
Department.
schools in the EIGHT Wonder of the World.
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School of Nursing
Holds Capping
Ceremonies
Mrs. Ruth Carroll was
the featured speaker at the
Annual Capoing Ceremony
of the Prairie View A. and
M. College S,..hool of Nursing, September 28, 1969.
The Capping Exercises
was the largest in the history of the School of Nursing. There were more than
fifty student nurses capPRESIDENT'S CONVOCATION Dr. A. I. ped. The theme of Mrs.
Thomas (left) was the principa.l spea.ker at the first! Carroll's speech was that,
convoca.tion. SGA Prexy Ma.rvin Bell a.nd Father Rob- "Nursing Is Where The
ENGINEERING AWARD - Gen- makes formal presentation to President
ert Bowen, S. S. J., were also participants.
Action Is", therefore the eral Electric Company makes award of A. I. Thomas. Others shown are (1-r)
, essential elements for all $2500. to the School of Engineering Mr. James M. Fife, Mr. J. R. Phillips,
participants were mature Pictured above, Mr. H. C. Robertson, and Engineering Dea.n, A. E. Greaux.
judgement and a well GE District representative from Dallas,
rounded education.
She said that the future
of Nursing is in the hands :
of the Student Nurses. ,
But, only the student nurs- ;
es, who are committed to
service to mankind can be;
vital and significant par-'.
ticipants in this "Action";
1
Mrs. Carroll stressed the
need for awareness on the
part of the Medical Profession as well as all Allied
Medical Fields to the rapid.
expansion of knowledge;
GIFT TO LIBRARY - College librarian 0. J. and complexity of techniBaker expresses appreciation to Edward Otzmann for cal skills in the area ofl
gift of books from Texaco Inc. Mr. Otzmann is Co- Nursing. She concluded!
ordinator of Employee Relations at Texaco. In back- ; that if there exists a genu- 1
ground are Willie High, student assistant and Mr. Sam · ine concern for scholarship'
Peters, Sr., of the Library Research Service Center.
by the general public and a i
BRINGING GIFTS - Representa- ment. The visitors included Mr. Boyd
true spirit of cooperation
tives of Stauffer Chemical Foundation (second from left), Charles Tisby, reSondra Nicholas, and Ma- among all scholars of the pose with Dr. E. E . O'Banion after leav- cent PV graduate, now employed at
CONTINUED from Page 1 ria Robledo. They wore health professions, that ing $3,000 grant to the College Science Stauffer, and Mr. J. W. Muellen.
,. .
·ru ,, h" h th "Nursing Is Indeed Where Division for scholarship and for equipstaff members, particularly nucro-m1 s w ic
ey ' The Action Is".
Mr. Johnson, who worked whipped up themselves out , M
R th C
11 h Id
through the construction of sailor cloth purchas~d / the ~!~s of ~:helo~ 0~
of the float.
the day before. The OH S i At . E li h f
Til
I
The girls on the float in- and AHH'S all along the' ; s m C ~g s Mror;
j
1
c~uded Lynn Atkinson, Ad- parade gave the girls the;
~f:;arya~c~:n~e i
rian Cooper, Tonya Hend- answers they wanted to f
th U •
•t
f
ricks, Edwina Johnson, hear.
{;~er. S~e h~t~~f~ ~aiy · A
National
Science
Funding also
makes' sent back to the remote loprofessional and civic posi- , Foundation - funded pro- computer specialists avail- cation via the s~me syste:°
tions in the community. !gram to expand remote able on each campus and a and taped. This tape 1s
S NURSING p
control use of computers series of faculty training then printed on a computer
ee
• age 3
between Prairie View A&M programs.
at the remote location,"
,and three other Texas colTexas
A&M received Dr. Elliott said.
Jeges and Texas A&M Uni- $149,000 of the grant,
It makes all the facili0
versity is near the opera- which was effective July 1 ties of the Texas A&M
tional stage.
for a two-year period.
Data Processing Center
The Tex;i.s Regional AcDr. Elliott emphasized available to users at the
·ademic Computing Experi- the primary uses of the remote location with apment (TRACE) includes ! system will be for aca- proximately the same turn.
three major activities be- demic use and research. around time available to
Columnist Carl Rowan :tween Texas A&M and I He said it will not be used users at Texas A&M.
of New York will be the iSam Houston State, Texas for administrative purpos"This
system,
while
guest speaker at the Presi- ;southern, Prairie View . es.
som~what cu m_b: r some,
dent's Second All College 1A&M and Tarleton State,: Texas Southern Univer- provides_ transnuss1on at a
Convocation.
!reports Dr. Roger W. El- sity will be the first much higher rate than a
As usual the class '~ott, a~s~stant_ prof_essor of TRACE school to have an ~ypewr_i~e:lete~in~ 7h!~h
schedule for the morning rndu st ria. engmeermg.
operational terminal to is avai t ,, Da Eall. utt
e
10 not0 peratmg
of October 23 will be
u nd er
a A&M. The TSU facilities j same cos •
r.
changed and announced la- $3o9 ,ooo NSF grant, the are currently being tested I ed.
ter
project provides funding and should be in operation ' Tarleton ~tate College
·
for remote utilization of shortly, Dr. Elliott pre- sho~ld have. 1t~ system opclothe you (
synthetics)
the IBM S/360-65 comput- diets.
era~1onal ~thm a short
er system on the A&M
The primary transmis- p_eriod of tm~e and the enyour clothes ( with detergents)
campus_. ~t co~ers cost of sion device is an NCR 315 tire net~ork 1s expected by
transm1ss1on Imes, te~i- tape_ to_ tape transmitter. i Dr. Elliott to be ready by
brush your teeth ( with nylon)
nals a~d computer trme, In order to use the trans- , December.
. .
paint your room ( with resins.)
Dr. Elliott notes.
mission device, remote inA faculty tram1~g prostitutions must prepare gram was held m late
carpet your home (
polystyrene)
ANNOUNCEMENTmagnetic tapes from card summer on the ~&M camwrap your lunch ( with waxpaper)
program decks witb their pus and another is planned
own computer.
for next summer.
by using petrochemicals made
These tapes are then elfrom petroleum hydrocarbons.
ectronically t r a n s mitted
Annual
via standard telephone
COMPLIMENTS of
rhere's more to oil than oil. More to an 011 company than you reali
. ind out how much more. And how you can contribute to an exp a
lines to Texas A&M, where
1ng society through a growth company like ours. In
they are received by an- DUCK INN CAFE
~s~arch, manufacturing, or administration and sales.
other NCR 315.
e II be on campus: OCTOBER 21 1969
'
AMERI
Begins On
"The programs are then
An equal opportunity employer
Waller, Texas
run in the normal job
OCTOBER 21
stream and the output is

I

Gov. Smith-

S~i!~r::e ii

PV w ork.Ing w·+h Texas A&M
f
In NSF Computer Program

All CIIege
Convocation Set
for October 23

I

with

wash

with

BOY SCOUTS

FINANCIAL DRIVE

•

<
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Senior Finia Major Inducted Into
Army Student Dietician Program

Who's Who-

Letter Expresses Appreciation

CONTINUED from Page I
Hemphill; Luther Berry,
Lovelady; James Bodley,
Houston; Linda Blocker,
Houston ; David Brewer,
Orlando, Florida; James
Bryant, Elgin;
Shirley
Bryant, Bastrop; Leo Carter, Laneville; LaFayette
Collins, Odessa; Evelyn
Curry, Marshall; James
Ealy, Palestine; Polly Elmore, Houston; Roy Fitzgerald, Angleton;
John
Henderson, Teague; Armond Hathaway, San Antonio; Kenneth Hinson,

The following letter received by Dr. J. E. Johnson, Division of Education,
is a good example of the
kind of correspondence the
college likes to receive. It
is reprinted in the hope
that many, many more
such expressions will be
coming in the future.

four (4) hours of stay, reminded me very much of
my undergraduate days,
wherein someone always
was ready to help a person
in need.
The persons most helpful to me in your office was
Mrs. Yancy and Mrs. Settles, who to me, went far
beyond their regular duties to serve me. Not to
forget Mr. Thomas (Registrar) and Mrs. Gibson, of
the same office, who gave
their assistance without
hesitation.
In closing, I feel that my
visit to your campus was
enjoyable as well a sense
of gratitude for }laving
been so hospitable. Should
there be a kind deed that
I can do in the future,
please feel free to call on
me.
Sincerely,
Jimmie L. Cummings, Sr.,
Principal
Banks Kindergarten
School
612 Campbell Street
Palestine, Texas 75801

Miss Linda Faye Stanmore, Senior Foods, Nutrition and Institutional
Administration major from ,
Queen City, Texas, was in-1
ducted into the Army StuDr. James E. Johnson
dent Dietitian Program on l
Director of Teacher
October 7, 1969.
,
Education
The Army Student Dieti- !
Prairie View A. and M.
tian Program is a financial j
College
assistance program spon- 1
Prairie View, Texas 77445
sored by the Army to help '
Dear Dr. Johnson:
undergraduate students;
I should like very much
complete the requirements '
to express my appreciation
for a baccalaureate degree
and subsequent appoint- ,
coNTrNuED from Page 2 for the way in which I was
ment to an approved Ar- !
She is presently Head Li- treated during my busy
my Dietetic Internship . .
brarian at Phyllis Wheat- day at your school this
Students in their junior:
ly Senior High School, past Friday, September 12,
1969. Basically, the servicand/or senior year of col- ;
Houston, Texas.
lege who will meet the AmShe holds active mem- es I received during my
erican Dietetic Association
bership in the American
requirements to participate
Library Association, Texas Center; Johnnie Johnson,
in an approved hospital
Library Association, Y. W. Kilgore; Jeanne Johnson,
dietetic internship and who
C. A., Women's Auxiliary Dallas; Ronnie Johnson,
meet the eligibility reto the National Medical Ft. Worth; Willis Jones,
quirements of the DepartAssociation, Jack and Jill Texarkana; Goldie Kelley,
ment of the Army may apof America and Alpha Baytown; Robert Mosley,
ply.
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Al- Jonesville; Harrianne Odom, Orange; Larry Partee;
pha Nu.
Selected students majorThen there was the comView;
Evelyn
Mrs. Ruth Carroll is Prairie
ing in detetics, food and
married to Dr. C. M. Car- West, Navasota; Loverous puter that refused to work
nutrition, or institutional
roll of Houston. She is al- Whitaker, Houston; Morris until it was promised at
management are enlisted
so the mother of three Hunter, Austin; Fabian least two circuit breaks a
in the U . S. Army Reserve
day.
daughters.
Jackson, Houston.
and receive approximately i
$250.00 per month in pay i
and allowances while at- ·
tending the college of their 1
choice. In addition, they ,
receive free medical care,
dental care and hospitali- 1
zation. Participants are not '
required to wear a military uniform or attend any
military meetings while
attending school. Tuition
and all other expenses are I
STUDENT DIETITIAN PROGRAM - Major Robthe responsibility of the :
student. Advanced stand- j ert V. Cole, AMSC U. S. Army Reserve, congratulates
ing students may be en- i Linda Stanmore, Senior FNIA major after induction
listed for the purpose of ceremony, into Army Student Dietitian Program. In
completing the educational bott.om photo, Dr. Byrd, Dean of Home Economics
requirements to participate I congratulates Linda. Stanmore upon induction into •
in an approved hospital I Army Student Dietitian Program.
dietetic internship. Selec- :
Such as these Bendix advantages
tion of applicants is based
upon academic accomplishment and personal qualifiNEXT WEEK'S SCHEDULE
■ Technical challenge
cations. Marriage is not a : Alcorn at Texas Southern
basis for withdrawal from ! Arkansas at Southern
■ Broader horizons
the program.
: Grambling at Tennessee
■ Stimulating environment
After graduation. or the , Bishop at Jackson State (Homecoming)
completion of all academic ! Mississippi Valley at Miles, Birmingham
■ Advancement opportunities
requirements for a bacca- 1 Prairie View - Open
laureate degree, partici- .
STANDINGS
■ Long-range programs
pants in the Army Student ;
CONFERENCE
Dietitian Program are sepW
L
T
Op.
Pts
arated from enlisted stat- i Alcorn .................... 1
O
0
28
7
us and commissioned sec- ' Southern ................. 2
O
1
57
26
ond lieutenants in the Ar- Arkansas ................. 1
1
41
0
38
my
Medical
Specialist Grambling ................ 1
1
0
53
65
Corps Reserve for partici- Mississippi Valley .......... 1
1
0
20
37
pation in the Army Dietet- Texas Southern ........... O
O
1
13
13
Get all the facts about Bendix Kansas City when the
ic Internship
Program. Prairie View .............. 1
2
0
52
85
Bendix placement representative visits your campus.
Advanced standing stu- Jackson .................. 0
2
55
0
38
dents are commissioned afSEASON
ter completion of the acaW
L
T
Pts Op.
demic portion of the cur- Alcorn ................... 2
0
48
20
0
riculum in dietetics.
Southern .................. 2
1
26
0
57
Major AMSC Robert V. Arkansas ................. 2
1
0
52
72
Cole, U. S. Army Reserve, Grambling ................ 2
1
0
95
65
and Assistant Professor, Mississippi Valley .......... 1
1
20
37
0
FNIA, School of Home Ee- Texas Southern ............ O
2
0
39
39
Or you may write to E. D. Cox
onomics performed the in- Prairie View .............. 1
2
52
0
85
at Box 303-8, Kansas City,, Mo. 64131.
duction ceremony.
Jackson .................. O
2
0
38
55
Linda, a member of
RESULTS
Kappa Omicron Phi, Na- Grambling College 58 - Prairie View 25
tional Honorary in Home Arkansas 34 - Jackson 25
KansasCity
Ecpnomics and an honor sqy~ern 30 - Mjssissippi Valley 7
1
Division
'
st11ident for 5 semesters, re- T1~aS 1Southex:q 2·6, 1..,.... Tennes~ee 26
:130i
S"e1ff)IETICIAN.~rage 5
A\ccirn - Open
' ,

Nursing-

Engineering Grads:

l

Where do vou

uo lrom here?

Choose a future, not just a job, by taking
a good look at all factors affecting
your professional career development.

Football Standings

Size up Bendix!

Prime contractor to AEC ••. Eq ual Oppor tunity Employer

FOUR

Smith's Comment

EDITORIAL COMMENT
Getting Into Activity
By Robert Calhoun
"This is a dull college,"l Lambda, the Math Club,
many an incoming fresh- the English Club, Club 26,
man has been known to1 Newman, FFA, the Home
say. Maybe what we have : Economics Club, the Mechhere is a failure to com- , anical Engineering Club,
municate. Prairie View has the Press Club, Club Cresmany "groovy" clubs, hap- ' cendo, the Student Nationpenings, and activities just al Education Association,
for us, "if we only knew the History Club, the Roabout them."
deo Club, and the Gray and
In lieu of this apparent White Sisterhood.
situation, The Panther has
In addition, there are
compiled a partial list of many other fraternities,
these organizations which : sororities,
home
town
promise to stimulate your clubs, and religious organsense of fun, involvement, 1 izations.
as well as your intellect. 1 For a complete list, visit
The numbers of clubs on' Rev. Van Johnson, Directcampus include Phi Beta, or of Student Activities, in

room 206 of the Memorial
Center. Also, a limited
supply of schedules listing
the planned activities for
this year is available at
the
publication
office
downstairs in the Administration Building.
If you don't like any of
these clubs, you can start
your "own thing" with the
help of Rev. Johnson.
So, once you look at it, ·
Prairie View really does
give you a chance to "do
your thing", if you just
know where to do it.

Telling It Like It Is
By Ella Lewis, Feature Editor
This is a new column: A. First tof all, let's get This report was given to
starting in our campus I all the facts about that me by your SGA president,
newspaper. The objective? new floor in the Old Gym. Mr. Marvin Bell.
To tell it like it is! That is, ; It was put down at a cost
So remember students,
students tell us what's on of approximately $3,000.
their minds, their prob- , It's original purpose was let us know what's on your
lems and their questions· to upgrade the athletic de- minds, and we will share
and we atempt to get, partment facilities and for
through the muddle of; the physical education it wi th the campuS, here,
hearsay and on to straight' classes. A dance was given where we tell it like it is!
facts. For example, one in- 1 in the gym and students
Feature Editor,
terested student wants tto were asked to wear tennis
Ella
Lewis
know:
or soft-soled shoes. These
Q. When are we going to instructions were ignored
be allowed to have activi- in some cases and damage
ties in the Old Gym again? was done to the floor. As a
I think that the new floor result, no more activities
is a great idea, but the cool will be given until a cover- 1- - - - - - - - - weather is starting to! ing is put on the floor. VO\cN, VOU'Rf -StJRMIH6- lf-"11ff>,
come in, and that parking This will take anywhere
J

Io~•~~•';~~:E ;;;W~~~o;H~ee~s

PON T LEAVE EM

.

~ 1 ,; .,••

P~blished Semi-Monthly in the Interest of a Greater Prairi
View A. and M. College. The PANTHER serves as the voic _,..,.._
of the Students of Pantherland.

of race, color, religion or national origin.

"'-

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ....................................
AssoclATE EDITOR ....................................
REPORTERS ..................

Jay D. Anderson
Ira 0. Murchison

Adrian Cooper, Marilyn Herbert,
Alfred Johnson

FASHION EDITOR ................................................

CracuunoN

Jackie Willis

Clara Mae Bell, Naomi Mosby
Linda Garrett, Beatrice Houston

MANAGER ....................................

PHorocRAPHERS ................

Reba Wells

Tom Godwin, Alton Edwards,
Theodore Johnson

SPORTS ADVISOR ............................................

SEatETARY ........................................

Mr. Joe Booker

Mrs. Sarah Woodard

FACULTY ADVISOR ....................................

As a great leader, I learned about him
Through ~ medias of communications.
Television, newspaper, books, radio, etc., all helped
To create for him my inspirational relations.
I saw him as more than just a
Man seeking to aid the minority races.
But as a man concerned with those
Of all colors and those from all places.
Speaking his thoughts, fearing no man in any way or manner.
Righteous to all, a firm believer of the Christian banner.
Went to the mountaintop and saw the promised land.
Scaled back down and began ever more of a man.
In this world he left an unmatchable mark.
It's so illuminous until it even shows in the dark.
He marched with pride, with patience he made others hear.
There were threats on his life, but still no man did he fear.

And now he's gone to join those that went before him.
He has brightened our future now, no more to be dim.
Yes he left this world but his spirit lingers on.
In the hearts and minds of each and every Christian home.

Mrs K·,ng

E

Dr: C. A. Wood

p

•

~j~yso, ~:.~ Ea•-

the late Dr. Martin Luther
c:: King's wife. In recognition
of his work Mr. Smith re.<\,,,_ ,
ceived the following letter
& .) of recognition.

•-c--0

i?, X - -

~~t~~ilcfi'i

~l).,f,;}1g>'fv1
: • ~-: ...- ~

"-"-1'

""-J'.

i:;i::1'::.,'!:V::::!~"!·

ANP ,;1¥,/Jj/JMRY.-KOP AN FIT ON nr11t16~~1

""·•·.,..... ....

Leo Smith

...

The Panther staff is
proud to have such talented people working this
year and would like to
wish Mr. Smith continued
success in the future.
Editor
Jay D. Anderson

Robert Calhoun

FEATURE EDITOR ........................................

TYPISTS ............................

1

J _:_~,-ti1-ri
:;._ ~!
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KING, KING

tor Leo Smith's poem,
~ "King King" was sent to

.

·· ~

Prairie View A&M College is open to all, regardless _"-"_

•

In times like these we need to realize the common things in life that are
not very profound, but touches on the things that are basic and real. By this
being my first article of the 1969-70 school year, I'm dedicating it to the memory
of a great leader. Dr. Martin Luther King, a man who lived by his exalted
dream of freedom for his people died a martyr in Memphis for daring to have
it. The night before he died he told a cheering crowd in Memphis, "It really
doesn't matter with me now, because I've been to the mountaintop." Each of
us should be on our way to that same mountaintop to fulfill the dream that
should never perish, but to make it glow in the darkest minds and to make it
burn in the coldest hearts. I'll not be so naive as to think that a few well
chosen words from me will mend all wounded souls, nor broken hearts, but we
must start somewhere. So I'm starting by leaving with you my version of a
man who not only knew the basics and realities of life but a man who lived by
them. My version reads:

Libertyna! Come Fill My Cup
Look not upon me
With eyes of the night,
Nor of heart that see
Only loves' Poison Ivy's Blight.
Look not upon me
And deny me loves• splendored mints,
Upon the daffodils that my heart be
With eyes streaked in line.

Look not upon me

Any news items, advertising, or matters of intestest to 1HE With eyes of a twilight soul,
PAN'IllER may be presented to the Department of Student That drowns in a bewoe'd sea
Publications, Room B-6 Administration, Ext. 301.
Which devours unkindly in bitty doles.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
National Educational Advertising Services
360 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017
Seal, Newa Prtnt

Look not upon me
In the spirit of random winds
Flashing hitherto, here there ~nd yet nee
And say to me, as for me, your heart ends.
by John LaSand

Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr.
234 Sunset Avenue, Northwest
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30314

October 7, 1969
Mr. Leo Smith
B-2 Schumaker Hall
Prairie View College
Prairie View, Texas
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your letter of September 25 and for the poem, "King,
King 11 , which you enclosed.
I commend you on your creativity. Your poem will be housed permanently with other tributes to mt
late husband.
Please be assured that I am
grateful for the esteem in which yo
held my husband and his dedication to
the cause of peace and justice. Your:
thoughtful expression of support ha
given my children and me the strengt
and the courage to try to continue hi
work.
I extend to you my best wishes fo
success in the completion of you
college career and your future en
deavors.
Sincerely yours,
Coretta Scott King
Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr
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Prairie View to
Offer Computer

Following the usually
. pleasant experience
of
I Freshman
Orientation
Week, not infrequently
Freshmen begin to have
..
,, y
. •t·al
"th e Jitters.
our m1 1
confidence may be replaced
by real apprehension about
your ability to do the acawork
assi·gned,
deml·c
about your inability to be
·
somebody important m
r:~:.u~:::s·m~o;~~o:
mote and l·mpersonal _
not warm and friendly like
the teachers you knew in
h rt
h 1 I
h
:~i:g
~:mo~ 0
It has been found that
one of the best antidotes
for "the J·i·tters" 1·s a calm
re-examination of the rea -
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The first child labor
· hours laws in the United
States were adopted by
has received an allocation Massachusetts and Conof $88,953 from the Bunecticut in 1842. These
reau of Higher Education,
Department of Health, Ed- laws prohibited children
W lf
f
from working more than
ucatlon and
e are, or 10 h
da
operation of the National
ours a
y.
St d t Lo
ProDefense u en . an
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
gram for the Fiscal Year Where you get more than
70
of 19 .
Just a welcome and good

Student Loan Funds Received
President A. I. Thomas
announced that the college

of understanding. Education gives added meaning There are no shortcuts, no
to all you see, all you easy paths and no one can
d all
h
In
,
~~~:~ :ords, ::: a~J· be- do it for you. You are the
most important agent in
yond its commercial value your higher education, and
is a greater worth - that you will have to give a
of making you a more interesting person to all constructive account of
yourself over the course
about you as well as ma k - th
if of
ing you a more interesting
e next fo~r years .. you
would acquire the kinds of
person to yourself.
competencies needed to
Remember, too, that a compete
shoulder
to
college cannot give an edu- shoulder with the next felcation to anyone. It ex- low duri,:ig a mom~ntuous
tends to serious students chapter m the .social hisan opportunity to get an tory of our nation.
ucation. In short, noThat education you came
thing is given away by a to Prairie View A. and M.
college. Everything you College to get is ready and
get you will have to eam waiting for you. ARE YOU
by a conscientious apli·ca- READY AND WILlJN G
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CITY DRUG

826-2496
CONTINUED from Page 3
cently represented Beta
Epsilon Chapter at the National Biennial Conclave,

st
E es Park, Colorado. She
is a member of the Texarkana Prairie View Club
and the college Chapter of
·
H ome Eeont h e A mencan

Hempstead
W . W. Wilkes, Owner
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Science
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Why did you come to col- ...
lege?
Computer science courses
Some of the reasons oftare being offered at Prairie en given by college stuView A&M College this fall dents for coming to college
under a new organization are:
for computer services.
1. My parents came to l
Under the new program, this college.
i
computer services are div'
ided into four areas: (1)
2. Everybody in my
academic program in com- crowd planned to come, so
puter science, (2) admin- I came too.
. .. BEING REQUIRED
istrative services, (3) aca3. A college education
TO PUT THIS
demic and research ser- will "guarantee" me a fuON OUR ADS :
vices, and ( 4) research in ture that is both econom-·
computer science.
ically and socially secure.
Equipment installed in
4. My family wanted me
(A Plans for
the Data Processing Center 1 to come.
Progress
includes a IBM 1401 com- i 5. To get a nice husband
and
puter with 16K memory, (or wife) and to enjoy soEqual
1402
card
read-punch, cial activities.
Opportunity
1403 printer, two 1311 disk
6. I came to prepare myEmployer)
drives, and four 7330 mag- self for the profession I
netic tape drives. The hope t o enter.
usual tabulating equip7. There is so much to
ment is also included.
know - I'm excited at the
In addition, an NCR possibility of digging deep735-301 tape-to-tape trans- ly into many areas of
I
mitter is being installed knowledge.
which will be used to
To come right down to
.. ,, lt
transmit data to Texas "the brass tacks" of it all,
.
. .. .· ' ~:"'i"
'. i
A&M University via wide if you are here for reason
jf
. , ·•
'
.
area telephone lines. This 6 or 7 you are off to a good
. . ~~";:
.
-~
will enable Prairie View to start; you are on the main
k .x '
..... ·i
1
use the large IBM 360/35 road to a successful colat A&M in its academic lege career. Incidentally
Harold Dutton, from
Vivian Beatty, PittsDon De Blanc, a 24program.
' a few minutes reflection
Texas Southern Uniburgh, is a team memyear-old graduate from
The program is directed will readily reveal why the
versity, Houston (BBA,
ber for one of Conoco's
Prairie View A & M,
by Mr. Clyde Christopher, i first five reasons mentionAccounting, '66), works
most
exciting
research
Texas
(BS,
M.E.,
'67),
1
an associate professor. Mr. ed above are quite superin Conoco ' s North
projects. As a chemist
works as a planner,
Christopher holds the BS ficial - and why they canAmerican Petroleum
in the Consolidation
designer and estimator
degree from Prairie View not lead to much satisfacheadquarters, evaluatCoal Co. division's reon refining, chemical
A&M and the MA degree tion at college.
ing economics for the
search methods group,
and plant foods projfrom Texas Southern UniThe real goals of higher
product supply and disects for the central enshe is working on the
versity, both degrees in education should remain in
company's project to
tribution group. Hargineering department,
M a t h e m a t i c s. He has , the focus of attention
old's assignment in
Ponca City, Okla. Engifind an economical
done a year of advanced throughout the four-year
Houston includes advisneer De Blanc's assignmethod to manufacture
study in Mathematics at , college experience. It is
ing management on the
ments during his short
gasoline from coal. She
the University of Kansas. · true that many students
demand for petroleum
time with Conoco have
is a 1967 graduate of
He has studied computer will wonder at times about
products, the evaluaranged from re-designHampton Institute, Va.,
science at the University the reason for studying
tion of new pipe line
ing work at an elemenwith a chemistry deof Missouri at Rolla dur- 1 certain required courses.
and terminal fadlities
tal phosphorous plant
gree.
ing the summers of 1966 But when these moments
and analysis of costs.
in Florida, to expansion
and 1968.
of doubt occur, it might be
on a Minnesota refinHe was the recipient of worthwhile to remember
ery, to a new salt water
You see, at Conoco
a grant from the Ford that beyond the knowledge
treating plant in Caliwe think actions speak louder than words.
Foundation under which you are acquiring, you are
fornia.
he
studied
computer also getting experience in
science at Texas A&M the art of reading, of obUniversity during the aca- servation, of writing, of
See your
demic year, 1968-69.
THINKING. These are
placement
officer.
Prairie View has been assets which the world of
Recruiting
awarded a grant of $32,- today cannot have too
Seeking Graduates all degrees
800
by
the National much of; these are, in
0 ENGINEERING
Science Foundation in sup- truth, "powers" which huport of its academic pro- man beings living during
0 SCIENTIFIC
gram in computer science. the decade of the golden
0 BUSINESS
The college will be parti- sixties must constantly
Continental
Oil Company
cipating in the "Regional seek to protect.
COAL / CHEMICALS / PLANT FOODS / PETROLEUM / NUCLEAR
Experimental
Program
Education, if it is suefor Educational Computer cessful, leads you out of
Utilization."
ignorance into new areas

it gets
kind of
embarrassing •••
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Tentative Homecoming Schedule
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 2-8

Football - Pageantry -

Social Events

THEME: "Learning Today, Leading Tomorrow"
Monday, November 3 .......... Crescendo Showcase
8 :00 p.m., Field House
Tuesday, November 4 . . •

Alumni-Students Dialogue
Residence Halls Classroom

Wednesday, November 5 .. Concert Performance, Local
Choral group or jazz show
President's Convocation
Thursday, November 6
Mary Lue Phillips, Mathematics; Harold Scott Bonner,
9 :15 a.m., Field House
Industrial Education; Minnie Cyrus, Elementary F..ducation; Howard E. Hanks, Guidance; Felix Al 1ji, Friday, November 7 .... Luncheon, Miss Homecoming
Biology; Al Theria Burrs, Biology; Nelson Patterson,
and Miss Prairie View, 11 :30 a.m.
Biology. Back row are Billie Chew, Economics; Willie
Memorial Center
M. Horn, Elementary Education; Alfred Leon WilMaryland State "Funeral Services", 4: 00 p.m.
liams, Biology; Lonnie R. Thomas, Physical Educain front of Memorial Center
tion; Not Pictured Kenneth Brown, Mathemati .
Bon Fire-Pep Rally, 6 :00 p.m.
Pigskin Revue, 9 :00 p.m.
Field House
Alumni Dance, Memorial Center
12:00 p.m.
Student Dance, Old Gym, 12 :00 p.m .

GRADUATE STUDENTS - Pictured with President Thomas, are the first graduate students attending Prairie View A&M on Assistantships. First row,
from left to right are Mrs. Eleanor Ragland, Guidance;
Major Harper, Industrial Education; Mrs. Frankie
Simmons, Business Education; President A. I. Thomas; Georgia Preston, Guidance; Josephine Njoku, Elementary Education; Floyd Billings, Biology; Dr. Jack
Echols, Dean of the Graduate School. Second row are

Nat' I Science Foundation
.Announces Fellowships

Saturday, November 8 .... Alumni Reunion Breakfast
I
8:30 a.m., Memorial Center
Washington, D. C.-The istered by the Educational
Fellowship
Coffee, 10:00 a.m.,
1 National Research Council Testing Service,
When you know
will be
Alumni House
has been ca!led upon again given on .January 17, 1970
Homecoming
Parade,
11:00 a.m.
it's for keeps
.
r . · at
designated
centers 1
Pre-Game Activities, 1 :00 p.m.
, to. advise the . N~t10nal throughout the
United
Blackshear Field
Science Foundat10n m the States and in certain forAll your sharing, all your
Garrie: Prairie View vs. Maryland State,
I selection of candidates for I eign countries.
special memories have
2:00 p.m.
the Foundation's program
Th
t·
d f
of graduate and regular
e annua 1 s ipen s or
Social Fellowship, Student Center, 5 :30 p.m
grown into a precious and
fellowships. I Graduate Fellows are as
Student Dance, Old Gym, 9 :00 p.m.
enduring love. Happily, these postdoctoral
· Panels
of
outstanding ' follows: $2400 for the
cherished moments will be
: scientist appointed by the first-year level; $2600 for Sunday, November 9 •• Religious Services, 11 :00 a.m.,
forever symbolized by your
Memorial Center Ballroom
Research ~ou1:cil will eval- 1the intermediate level; and
diamond engagement ring.
uate apphcations of all $2800 for the terminalVespers Services, 7:30 p.m.
If the name, Keepsake is in
candidates. Final selection year level. The basic anthe ring and on the tag, you
1 will be made by the Foun- nual stipend for Postdocare assured of fine quality
dation, with awards to be toral Fellows is $6500. Deand lasting satisfaction. The
announced on March 15, l pendency allowances and
engagement diamond is
1970.
, allowances
for
tuition,
flawless, of superb co/or, and
Postdoctoral and gradu- I fees, and limited travel
precise modern cut. Your
ate fellowships will be! will also be provided.
Keepsake Jeweler has a
awarded ~or study in. the
Further infor mation and
Fourty-four Army ROTC' lahoma and New Mexico.
choice selection of many
I mat~emati 7al, . phys1c:3-l, application materials may college and universities This year 16 are new inlovely styles. He's listed in
med1cal, b1olog1cal, engm- be obtained from the Fel- VJere represented when • structors.
1
the yellow pages under
eering, and social sciences, 1owship Office, National their professors of military
-----"Jewelers."
and in the history and or ReGearch Council, 2101 1 science convened Sept. 25 •
philosophy
of
science. Consftution Avenue, N. 26 at Headquarters Fourth
: Awards will not be made w., WaGhington, D. c. U. S. Army, Fort Sam
I in clinical, education, or 20418. The deadline date Houston, Texas.
1
business fields, nor in his- ; for the submission of apThe annual Professor of
e~
tory or social work, nor II plicat!ons for graduate fel- Military Science ConferD r. A . J . McN e1,
·1 D ean
for work toward medical , lowships is December 5, ence provides the confer- of the School of Arts and
law degrees. Applica-; 1969, and for regular postAttending from Prairie Sciences was recently seltwn ma~ be made by col- doctoral fellowships, De- View A&M College was Lt. ected as one of forty parlege semor~, gr:3-duate stu-, cember 8, 1969.
Col. Major Strum, profes- ticipants in the Institute
dents working 1~ a_ ~egree
--sor of military science.
for Academic Deans which
p~o~am, and mdividuals
ees an opportunity to re- is sponsored by the Amerw1shmg to do postdoctoral
The nation's building v1·ew and evaluate the ad- ican Council for Education
work. All applicants must construction
costs
are m1·n1·strat1·on of the Sen1·or at St. Louis University, St.
be citizens of_ the u_ nited climbing at a rate only ROTC program 1·n Texas, Lou1s,
· M.1ssouri, November
States and Will be Judged Slightly slower th an wo- Arkansas Louisiana Ok- 16th through the 21st.
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44 Senior ROTC Professors
Meet at 4th Army Headquarters
I

Dr. A. J. McNe·11

I
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se>lely on the basis of abil- men's hemlines.
::;;;_ _ _•_ _ _ _ _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
ity. In the postdoctoral----------- r
program only, fellowships .....
will be offered also for
work in applied and empirical studies in the field ;
of law which employ the
methology of the social I1 ;
sciences or which interre- 1 ;
late with research in the . '+·
field of law must be at the i
postdoctoral academic lev- +
el, since postdoctoral fel- It
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~~WTOPL;NYOUR-ENGAGEMENT-_:ND-WEDDING ~~;s~~~t~o;~;di~n!~
Please 1end new 20 pege booklet, •·How To Pion Your Enc;iagement and Wedding"
ond new /2 pac;ie. full c~loi folder. both for only 25c. Also. how can I obtain
: ~beaut,ful 44 pac;ie Bride I Keepsake look at half price?
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vanced degree of any kind.
Applicants for the graduate awards will be requir-
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National Poetry Contests Enters 7th Year
The
seventh
annual
Kansas City (Mo.) Poetry
Contests, off~ring a total of
$1,600 in pnzes and publif
book 1 gth
t.
ca
ion
ahave been
• enanmanuscript
nounced 'by
Hallmark
cards .
One of four sponsors,
Hallmark will again offer
six $lOO cash awards for
single poems by full time
st
undergraduate
udents in
the United States. More

°

Statement By
Withney M. Young
On Vietnam

than 2,000 students sub-rdering states.
mitted entries in the 1969
The deadline for submiscompetition.
sion of entries is February
I
ddit'
th Devin
will
· n a
ion,
e
s 1 1970 and winners
M emon'al Award offers a j be' announced
'
on April 30
$5oo advance on royalties i at the closing reading of
for a book-length poetry i the
1969-70
American
manuscript to be published Poets' Series of the Kanby the University of Miss- sas City Jewish Communouri Press, and the Kan- ity Center. The judges
sas City Star offers $100 have not yet been announcprizes for single poems.
ed but in the past have inThe fourth sponsor is eluded
Conrad
Aiken,
the family of H. Jay Sharp, Louis Untermeyer, Robert
a Kansas City patron of Penn
Warren,
Philip
student writing, which will Booth, and Edwin Honig.
award four $25 prizes for
All entries are judged
poems by high school stu- anonymously. The author's
dents of Missouri and bor- name is enclosed in a seal-

For some time now I
have viewed this country's
agony in Vietnam with a
sense of deepening distress.
Day after day, month
alter month, our involvement in this war on distant Asian soil has sharpened the divisions and
frustrations among the
people of this country as
no other issue has in recent history.
I am totally convinced
that Vietnam is tragically
diverting America's attention from its primary
problem - the urban and
racial crisis - at the very
time that crisis is at flash
point.
I am totally convinced
that Vietnam has increased tensions in the United
States Armed Forces as a
direct result of frustrations and bitterness growing out of this war. What
started out as the best example of racial teamwork
ts rapidly eroding and is
adding to the already severe tensions in the black
community.
I am totally convinced
that this war has an extra 1
dimension for black people1
that it does not have for
many whites. We are suf- 1
fering doubly. We are dy- 1
ing for something abroad I
that we do not have at
home.
At the same time we are ·
victims of backlash among !
the white majority - a '
backlash greatly sharpened
by the tensions of the war.
By strange twist of human
folly the groups that are
most at odds in our country today - whites and
blacks from working class
and poor families - are
those whose young men
are dying in disproportionate numbers in Vietnam.
I am convinced that the
most effective way for America to win credibility as
a democracy in the eyes of
the world is through the
immediaf.~ resolution of its
,i,,11 n .,ii,: u-1,.ls rather than
through expansion of its
defense capability.
The agony of Vietnam
has twisted America's soul.
It has intensified America's domestic crisis. It has
created a disastrous drain
See STATEMENT, Page 8

Mi Mi's Soul tolumn

I

We're a diversified company. A
big one. Our sales will run more
than half a billion dollars this
year.
They'll come from computer
service, education systems, helicopters, farm equipment, space
systems, all kinds of technical
services.
And airplanes.
Airplanes turn us on. We've
built them for going on sixty
years.
Our planes scored the nation's
top kill ratios against Zeros and
again against MiGs.
We've won the Thompson Tro-

SEVEN

Greetings,
friends of
Prairie View. I am Mary
G
C
nl
kn
reen,
~mmo Y ' .o~
by my friends as MiMi .
The purpose of my column
----------ed envelope attached to his
entry. Complete contest
rules may be obtained by
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Kansas City Poetry Contests,
P. 0. Box 8618, Kansas
City, Mo. 64114.

1

· to f'm d the person on ' makes him winner
·
IS
of the
this campus with the most month. This week, the topSOUL. F
th
f
· · "Wh I A
Black
or
ose o you ic is
Y
m
who would like to compete, And Proud". All entries
I have chosen the following must be limited to eighty
method. Every week I will words or less and must be
list different topics per- in no later than Wednestaining to the Negro for day of every week. So, let's
h
you students to write on. get t ose entries in and
The student entering the soon. Mail them to "Mimi's
best essay will be named, Soul Column", Publications
along with his topic as Office, Prairie View, TexSoul Student of the Week. as.
Four consecutive
wins
by Mary Green

This is where you ought to be
if you're an AE, EE, ME, or IE
with a thing about airplanes.
Talk with our campus rep
when he comes to your school.
He'll be the guy with the long
white scarf.
Or sit down and write us tonight. Address: College Relations
Office, LTV Aerospace Corporation, P.O. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas
75222. We're an equal opportunity employer.

phy, the Collier Trophy, and the
Doolittle Award.
Our chief exec is a reconstructed test pilot. We've got
more fighter jockeys in management than any other company in
the country.
Besides our attack airplanes,
we're involved in the 747, S-3
and the DC-10 and the SST programs to the tune of hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Our simulators are the finest in
industry. So is our schedule performance. And our titanium capability. And our record of coming
up with growth designs.

Campus lntervieJ,Ys:

/)l/\ Airplanes
.J i

turn you on?
Join the club.
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FASHION SPOTLIGHT

i
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THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
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Fashion Trends .For The 70's

~

by Jackie Willis
Clothing & Textile Major, Sr.
What's your thing? Are you involved
Are you having a hard time
deciding what types of accessories go with
what fabrics or is the heel on this shoe ap_propriate for this type costume? Are you
concernr.d with the latest cosmetics? Or do
you constantly pore over a dictionary, trying
to figure out the meaning of love? How
.about answering your questions through the
"New Fashion Math" - Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication. Take the new fake
fur mini sheath dress for example. On this
garment we'll use Addition. Let's add a 36"
string of white pearls looped around the neck
several times, and a large white pearl ring
worn on the inde.x-finger. Believe it or not
a long scarf of any print or wild design, may
be draped around the neck and over one
shoulder. To make an interesting scene lets
take another fabric, a slinky one. One that
moves with you. How about that shiny nylon
and acetate blend. We'll use Subtraction.
Let's first of all subtract the hemline a little
and make a "micro-mini." Now we'll add a
decorative chain gold belt, a long intricately
designed gold neck chain, small gold ear bobs,
and a gold or silver ring for each finger including the thumb. How about a tam pulled
to one side, and the platform sandal, that's
to be worn year around this season.
in fashion?

Dont' forget your contrasting panty hose
only!! Can you dig it? Well, get with it
girls, because the "Fashion Math" is here to
stay. Why don't you try it? It's "Fun."

StatementCONTINUED from Page 7
on our national resources
- economic, human and
spiritual.
Millions go to bed hungry in America every
night. Our black ghettos
are wastelands. The ur-

The PV Band Notably Small,
Definitely Mighty

Are You
...ill Brainwashed?

,,.

Do you know that you
overnight. The band reare
brainwashed?
The
by Othene Haywood
process of your brainwashThe ninth wonder of the ported to campus Septeming began alor,g wlth your world has ta1.cu ph:1L~ at b~1· M aud pra..:Liced lwke
learning process.
Prairi~ Vit!w A&M c.,u~ge a day riot co menti<>u the
You were brainwashed this year. It all happened numerous rehearsals and
in many areas, but I will on the third floor of the section practices held in
not expound on all-only Music Building and it is the bandroom.
one.
too cold. The Prairie View
The majorettes were dis-COLORMarching lO0's has now gusted with the out-dated
I was taught to believe ! devel~ped into the High- suits they had to wear so
that white was pure and i Stepping
Panthers
of they reached in their pocgood and that black was , Prairie View marching 80 ketbooks and purchased
dirty and bad. No one sat strong.
their own uniforms. They
me down and said it in I The reason for the de- are now styling gold meI
those very words, but the crease in size is that there tallic suits and gold boots
results of my observations is now 68 bold all-male and the drum majorette
had the same effect.
band members, 9 high- wears a gold sequin suit
Which color signifies stepping majorettes, 2 na- enhanced with a purple
purity? What does the tionally renown feature blouse and gold boots. The
white lamb represent? the twirlers, a drum major, twirlers also purchased
white sheep? the black and a drum majorette. The their suits of purple trimsheep? In nearly all as- band director is calm and med with gold sequins and
pects of human life black collective, and when he fringes. They are out-ofis thought to be b~d and gives the signal the band sight!
white good. Our vocabu- DRIVES. The assistant
The band is not getting
laries even consist of terms band director is a mem- paid for the services they
depicting
severe
color ber of the jet-set and he are rendering. They are a
brainwashing. A person knows how to get the band group of dedicated people
who behaves badly is said down to the nitty-gritty working for a worthy
to have a black heart or of marching.
cause. The only way they
to be a black sheep. VirAll of this didn't happen can get more recognition
ginity is represented not
is to branch out, go places,
by black, but by white. that of the white men and and DRIVE harder. This
Pictures of Jesus and an- women. Many Black wo- cannot be possible without
gels are white. Was Jesus men apply skin lighteners school spirit and finance.
really white? Theologians to their skin in order to All they ask of the stuare now coming up with achieve lighter skin.
dent body is to get behind
valid proof that he was
Slowly but surely we are them and give them the
a Hebrew; the Hebrew gradually shedding our momentum to reach the
race was black. Well . . . silly, invalid brainwashed peak of perfection.
Television
contributes beliefs. Black men and woMaybe Florida A&M and
tremendously to the bad men are finally beginning Grambling are at the top
black brainwashing pro- to realize that black is not now, but when you get that
cess. For instance, wes- ugly, but very beautiful!
far you have to work
terns consist of the good
by Robette Brockington
See BAND, Page IO
guy and the bad guy. Color . F::::;;;;::=:=::::;:;:;:=::::::::::;:;:;:;:;;:;::::::=::=;:;:;:=:::::;;;;::;;;;:::;
makes its debut here. The ,
good guy usually wears
the white hat while the
bad guy is clad in the black 1
WELCOMES YOU
outfit. Children watching
ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
the westerns do not know
(Adjacent to Campus)
that they are being brainwashed into thinking that
Vicar: Father James Moore - 857-3590
black is bad and white is ;
good.
I
SUNDAY SERVICE
Does the fear of dark- ,
9:00 a.m.
ness come naturally or is
it learned? Children are i
born with no prejudices or : SUNDAY SCHOOL
fears. They are taught to ·
10:15 a.m.
love, hate, and fear. Therefore, they are taught to
fear darkness. Black dark- Monday thru Thursday
ness.
5:30 p-m.
Black brainwashing of

I

.J

..

..... . /
~

'

gent needs of our rural
black
people
remain
shamefully neglected. Our
young people _ black and
white - are in revolt.
We must turn away
from Vietnam, we must
terminate this war immediately. We must pour our
vital resources back into

our own land, our own cities, our own people.
For all these reasons I
am supporting the October
15th Moratorium across
the country.
Millions of Americans, I
am sure, also will support
it as a dramatic non-violent expression of the national will.

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH

ideas ultimately
leads of
to ;~;~;~;::::~:~:~:~:~;~;~::::::~:~:~:~::~;~~~~~~~~
black
brainwashing
people. Thus at an early
age, we learn that the
black man is ugly in comparison to the white man.
This belief that our white '
counterpart's
color
is 1
followed by the belief the ,
(on the street behind the Freez King)
white's physical features
are not ugly like the
SUNDAY MASS 10:00 A.M.
black's features are.
We are so successfully
Taxi to Church outside Evans Hall at 9:30 a.m.
brainwashed into believing
that we are ugly that we
do everything humanly
DAILY MASS 5:00 P.M.
possible to make ourselves
similar to the image of our
white brothers and sisters.
Chaplain: Fr. Robert Bowen, S.S. J.
Black men burn their
heads with lye and suffer
Office (Campus) - Grounds Building.
through severe torture in
pursuit; of straight hair,
Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9 a.m .. 3 p.m.
(process or conk). Black
women
fry betheir
hairlike
so
that
it will
straight
Church Phone: 857-3351

ST. MARTIN de PORRES
CATHOLIC CHURCH

Interviews Oct. 30-31
Prairie View
ENGINEERING• MATHEMATICS • PHYSICAL SCIENCES

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

.___________________________.J.

~~~~~~~~'"w,.~
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Faculty Accomplishments
v. M. Doctor, professor
of physics, received an acceptance letter for finding
of a research proposal submitted to NASA. He served
fas a consultant for the Department of Biophysics
and Biochemistry at tthe
University of Houston. He
papers in the professional
journals and presented a
paper at the Southwest
Research Conference in
San Antonio.

I

Also,
Gov.
Preston
Smith announced two more
appointments today to the
governors Committee on
Human Relations completing the membership on the
newly created 50 member
committee.
.
One of the two fmal app o i n t m e n t s i n eluded
Prairie View's Dr. G. R.
Ragland, Sociology Department Chairman.

NINE

Former Panther to Pursue
His Doctoral Degree
Lee Esprit, son of Mrs.
Velma Washington, 1620
15th street, has been selected to participate as a
National Educational Development association fellow at Oklahoma State university. He will work toward his doctoral degree
in higher education.
. Esprit, a 1955 graduate
of Lincoln high school,
graduated from Prairie

iew A&M with a B. S.
degree in 1959. He taught
science on the secondary
level 9 years before becoming laboratory instructor
for the biological sciences
at Oklahoma State, where
he earned his M. S. degree
in natural science August
1.
Esprit and his wife, t~e
former Delores Martin,
have eight children.

I

l

FRIENDS OF DISTINCTION -Photos show visiting artists in action during recent concert on campus. ;

--------------------- 1

College Exchange Has
Attempted Burglary
Last week the College
Exchange was broken into,
but nothing was stolen.
The exchange was entered through the office door
window. Mrs. Woodard noticed the broken window
not long after arriving at

work and immediately notified the proper authorities. A quick check of the
tore showed that whoever
entered the store attempted to open the Stereo Tape
Cabinet and the Watch
Case but was unsuccessful.

Good Turn Day Set For :
Sunday, November 2
I

On Good Turn Day, Sun-1
day, November 2, all of
Houston will go into action!
to help the handicapped.
Thousands of Boy Scouts
will be collecting Good
Turn Day bags from front
porches throughout the
Houston area. Collection
will begin at 1 p.m. These
bags containing discarded
clothing and other household items will be taken to
Goodwill Industries, 5200
Jensen Drive. There they
provide the raw materials
needed to train handicapped people for self-supporting jobs.
The Community project
is supported by local businessmen who donate trucks
to carry collected materials
to the Goodwill plant. The
citizens Radio Band Assoclation assists in providing
communic a t i o n between
the plant and pick up depots. Longshoremen donate their day to unload
trucks at the Goodwill
warehouse.
The clothing gathered in
the Good Turn Day drive

allows Goodwill Industries
to provide various services ,
for handicapped men and
women. An individual may
be evaluated to determine
his job potential. He can ,
be trained in various job :
skills. He is taught good 11
work habits which make
him a desired employee.
When a client is ready for
placement, a trained counselor locates him a job for
which he is qualified.
Rehabilitation is a continuous process at Goodwill Industries. The need
for used clothing and other
repairable items is ever
present. The bags filled on
Good Turn Day insure job
training for many handicapped people. Everyone
gets into the act on Good
turn Day, Sunday, Novemher 2. Filled bags should
be left on the front porch
before 1 p.m.
Hea.r and Tell
Gossip is that which you
hear.
News is that which you
tell.

TEllPHONE NUMBERS: TO CATCH THE .EYE?
Wearing telephone numbers has never become a campus fad. It might be a good idea,
though, especially thl.S time of year when everybody's got a new phone number. Just
think, you wouldn't have to wonder how to call your lab partner or that cute blonde
in English Lit.
Why not start the fad? Or, better yet, exchange phone numbers with your friends.
Life's more fun when you can phone-and be phoned.

@) Southwestern Bell
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Tickets On Sale

NEWS
~
-§Prayer MeetingCLUB
IEEE News
Press Club Holds
Choir

first Meeting

Prayer Meeting is held
The Press Club held its
every Tuesday night at 7-8 first meeting of the year
p.m., in the old gym. The on Monday, October 6. The
officers for this coming meeting got off to a nice
year are President, Lover- start as several new memous Whittaker; Vice Pres- bers appeared
ident, Jacob Moore; SecreThe purpos~ of the meettary, Florence Wilson; 2nd ing was to elect officers for
Vice President, Bennie this year. They are as folThomas, Asst. Sec., Ella 1ows.. Pres1"dent , Jay Dee
Gardner; Reporter, Glen- Anderson; Vice-President,
da Henderson; Asst. Re- Adrian Cooper; Secretary,
Travis Estelle; Janet Gardner· Treasurer,
porter,
.
'
A
Parllame n tar i an, Mary Bobbie Lee; Sgt.-at- rms,
Kelly, Chairman of the Ad- Alton Edwards; Asst. Secvertising Committee, De- retary, Wanda Williams;
loris Thornton; Chaplain, Parliam en tar i an, Reba
Maraget Peter; Choir Dir- Wells·
Reporter
Mary
ector, Thomas Beasley; Green'; Business Manager,
and Alvin Drew, Pianist. Barbara Tatum.
The sponsors are Miss
Anyone interested in beSherlia Williams and Mr. coming a member of the
Johnson and Rev. Richard- !Press Club, please watch
son is our minister.
for the notice of the next
Each Thursday night
from 7-8:30 p.m. we have Vice President, Bennie
rehearsal in the Adminis- Thomas; Secretary, Bennie
tration Auditorium. Com- Williams, Treasurer, Wllmunion will be held every liam Glenn. Rehearsal ls
second Tuesday in every every Monday night in the
month beginning October Administration Audi tor14, 1969.
ium at 7:30.
Another l,railch of the
l'ou &re &II lnvli.ed to
Prayer Meeting choir ls come out and l1sten to
the men chorus. The offic- some good singing and
ers are President, Jacob short sermon.
Moore; Vice President,
Glenda Henderson,
Zack Kennedy; Second
Reporter

The Prairie View Student Chapter of the Institute of Electrical a nd El~
tronic Engineers will al
conducting
its
Annu ·
"Getting To Know You" j
Picnic on October 16 , 1969 1
at 7 :30 p .rn.
All stu dents, especially
all freshmen a nd sopho-1
mores_ are .encouraged to
participate
order
• ted m•th
th · topeeget
acquam
WI
eir . rs
and faculty members _With-in the Electrical EngmeerlngThe
-Department.
. l
ill b held
picn c w
e
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
at the residence of Mr. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sam
in Hemp- I
II
stead,Daravaulla
Texas.
We'll See You There

v·. ew Grad

'6 8 Pra ·. r·1 e

BandCONTINUED from Page 8
twice as hard to remain
there. Prairie View is
climbing there now and if
you think the P. V. Band
showed a definite improvement when they played
Jackson State, by the time
they play Texas Southern
in the Astrodome they are
going to be the SouJ-Power
of the Half-Time )lour.
---------meeting. All new members
are welcome and needed.
by Mary Green

IIJ
WOULD YOU
RECOGNIZE A
BECHTEL
ENGINEER
IFYOU
SAW ONE?
Probably not.
They don't really look that different from any other
engineers. Maybe one even lives in your hometown.
It's what Bechtel Engineers DO that sets them apart.
Working for the company that is internationally known
as a pioneer ... the one that tackles the tough,
the interesting, the "can-it-be-done?" jobs ... The Bechtel
Engineer is the one who is there ..
Bechtel Engineers provide complete professional services, from
economic feasibility studies and conceptual estimates to design,
construction and pre-operational plant testing and start•up.
Bechtel has offices in New York City, Washington, D. C.,
Los Angeles, and Houston with world headquarters in
SAN FRANCISCO.

Are You A Bechtel Engineer?
Find out.
Find out about a career in Project Design, Estimatmg, or
Construction for MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL, CHEMICAL
or NUCLEAR engineers.
Find out by contacting your college placement office or write to:
College Relations Supervisor, Department 20
Bechtel Fifty Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94119
Bechtel Is an equal opportunity employer m/1.

for Ebony fair
· Tickets are now on sale
on campus for the Ebony
Fashion Fair wholesale in
the Music Hall, Houston
on Sunday, November 30,
i1969, at 5 :00 p.m.
· Mrs. S. J. Collier is in
I charge of tkkets, which
are $5.00 each, and she can
, be reached at Room 205,
O. S. Building or call Ext.
265.
This year's Fair will present "The Flipper Returns
- With Soul." The occasion is sponsored by the
Friends of Youth Society,
Inc. and is in benefit of
Mercy Hospital Volunteer
Auxiliary.

I

K•I 11 e d •1n AUf O ACCI•dent

Miss Velma Jewel Williams, a Prairie View grad
of 1968, was killed in an
auto accident on Monday,
October 6, near Kemp,

If a man sits all day on
the bank of a lake with a
pole in his hand, people respect him as a "patient
Texas.
fisherman." If he sits on
Funeral services were his porch thinking things
held in Jacksonville, Texas over, he is referred to as
at Benson Memorial CM& "that lazy fellow down the
street."
E Church.

Equal Opportunity In Federal Employment
New directions for the their race, color, religion, force. Employees should
program of equal oppor- national origin or sex," the have the opportunity to
tunity in Federal employ- President said in his memo the fullest extent practiment - emphasizing train- to agencies announcing the cable to improve their
ing and advancement op- riew order. "Discrimination skills so they may qualify
portunities for minority of any kind based on fac- for advancement. Those
employees and women - tors not relevant to job ; who have potential to
were described by Civil performance must be erad- 1serve at the supervisory
Service Commission Chair- icated completely from I level and above should be
man Robert E. Hampton at Federal employment."
' identified and given the
a news briefing in Wash"In addition, we must, opportunity to develop to
ington , D. C. following through positive action, their fullest capability.
President Nixon's approval Imake it possible for our
* Special efforts must
of the Commission's rec- I citizens to compete on a be made to assure that opommendations for streng- l truly equal and fair basis portunities in the Federal
thening the program.
for employment and to Government at the profesEarlier in the day, the : qualify for advancement sional levels are made
White House issued an Ex- Iwithin the Federal ser- known to men and women
ecutive order and a Presi- ' vice," the President con- of all races, religions, and
dential memo assigning tinued. "We must search ethnic backgrounds so that
the Civil Service Commis- for new ways to provide positions of leadership in
sion continuing leadership .the necessary encourage- the future can be assumed
responsibility for the Gov- ' ment, assistance and train- by persons from all segernment-wide program and ing opportunities, where ments of our population.
directing heads of Federal approximate, so that all , * Every possible step
departments and agencies employees
may
utilize 1must be taken by agency
to "cooperate fully in this their capabilities to the heads to make sure that
urgent undertaking and fullest extent in meeting each manager and supermove forward energetical- the manpower needs of visor in the Government
ly" toward the goal of Federal agencies."
understands and implecompletely eradicating disCh a i rm a n Hampton 'ments the objective of
crimination of any kind in stressed the following spe- 'equal employment opporFederal employment. The cific points included in the tunlty for all Americans.
new order for the first President's memo:
Our supervisors' performtime maps out specifics of
* Assuring equal em- ,ance must in every way
what is required of agency ployment opportunity in a ·support equality of opporheads in developing af- Federal department or ag- 1tunity for all employees.
firmative action programs ency is the responsibility
* In addition to assuring
and requires agency heads of the organization's head. equal employment opporto provide the necessary It must have his continu- tunity for all persons, the
manpower and resources to ing high priority attention Government, as a responcarry out their responslbil- and that of all agency ex- sible employer, must do its
ities.
ecutives.
part along with other emThe President's actions
* Equal employment op- ployers to provide special
stemmed from a full-scale portunity must become an employment and training
review of the equal em- integral part of the day-to- programs to those who are
ployment program that he day management of Fed- economically or educationhad directed Chairman eral agencies, and inter- ally disadvantaged. We
Hampton to 11ndertake last woven with every action must hold out a helping
March, and are based on which 1111:> &11 dfotl uh ~111 • hanrl alld irnagh1ath:ely
lh~ changels 1tcu1uu1't:ullcJ 'plvy~c.:s.
u;.e U,t lu1..illlh.,, v.1 lfd!
in the CSC report.
* While we must con- Government to prepare
"No more serious task tinue to search out quali- such persons for useful and
challenges our nation do- fied personnel from all productive employment.
mestically than the a- segments of our populaChairman Hampton said
chievement of equality of tion,, we must now assure his study showed that the
opportunity for all our cit- the best possible utiliza- Government had made sigizens in every aspect of tion of the skills and po- nificant progress toward
their lives regardless of tential of the present work See OPPORTUNITY Page 11
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Soph., 6-7 280 D. G., Dallas, No. 78
Hurricane, as Luther is
called by his teammates,
really lives up to his nickname. It was reported that
during the off season that
Luther spent most of his
time haunting houses. He
is quiet and reserved when
on the campus, but once he
puts on his togs he becomes mean and tough.
Only a sophomore with a
great future.

In Profile

A Look At The

'69 Panthers
JOHNNY MACK JERNIGAN, Sr., 6-3 260 0. G.,
Odessa, No. 66
Johnny could be the
number one pulling guard
in the conference this year,
he already has coaches and
scouts talkmg about him.
He has good speed and on
a given night he can be
the greatest.

EUY:EN

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
ALLEN MERCHANT,
Soph., 6-3 200 Q. B., Rouston, No. 10
Was an outstanding high
school field general, but
has not proved to live up

.No. 87

Claude is one of the most
under-rated players on the
team. He has consistently
turned would be long-gainers in losses. Pro scouts
have tagged him as a line-

to those schoolboy days.
Has a strong arm and is backer
prospect.
This
quick on his feet, he may could be his year to start
still come around, but will grid-fanatics to jot him
have to battle Luther Hud- down on their fan club.
"'eammates consi·der h;,.... a
son for the starting job.
....
......
real
hitter.
CLAUDE HARVEY,
Sr., 6-3 225 D. E., Willis, .
See PROFILES, Page 15
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CONTINUED from· Page IO

the goal of assuring equal
opportunity in Federal employment with memhers of minorities representing nearly 20 percent
of the work force. He
noted that the proportion
of non-whites in Federal
·
· al mos t 50 perservice
1s
cent higher than the percentage of non-whites in

the Nation's work force
16 percent as contrasted to
10.8 percent - and that
in addition, the Govern
ment employs 70 000 S a
'
P n
ish Americans. He also
pointed out, however, that
minority employees tend to
be concentrated in the low
er levels, and urged im
proved manpower utiliza
tion and training programs
·
· ·
to increase
opportumbes
for all employees to work
at their fullest potential.

ED FISHER, Jr., 6-4
250 0. T., Galveston, No.
76
Big Ed could ha:ve his
best year as a Panther. Old
Panther grads have confessed that he could be the
best blocking tackle to
wear the purple and gold in
quite a time. He has the ·
speed, size and quickness
to live up to his potentials.
JERRY
"THE JET"
JEFFERSON, Soph. , 5-10
190 H. B., Houston, No. 25
Jerry is a former AllArmy halfback. He played
his high school football under coach Frank Walker at
Wheatley. He started for
the Panthers during the
last part of the season and
ended up being the second
leading rusher on the team
behind the last Westley
Davidson.

I
1

LUTHER l-I U D SO N,
Soph., 6-2 190 Q. B., Dallas, No. 15
j
A true quarterback. He
has great leadership ability and is a student of the
game. He started the last
four games of the season '
for the Panthers' last year.
He was switched back and
forth from quarterback
and defensive back, but is
back at quarterback where
he is expected to do a great
job. He played for former
All-American fullback Calvin Scott at Pinkson in
Dallas.

JOHN BENTON, Sr.,
6-2 220 F. B., Nacogdoches, No. 30
A fine football player.
John rarely makes the silly mistakes that most running backs will make. He
is a good student and has
a fine attitude. As a senior
in high school, he was recruited by University of
Texas, Southern California,
Purdue and several other
·colleges. He was hurt all
last season, but this could
be the year a healthy John
Benton will do his thing.
WILLIE HOLLOWAY,
Soph., 6-0 215 F. B ., Marlin, No. 33
For a player weighing
215, Willie Holloway can
scat. Because of an illness,
hE· ,i,,w 1101 lie able to play
this season. He was the
Panthers' swing man at
running back last season.
He has a good attitude and
can turn out to be one of
the all-time great Panthers.

LUTHER

GENTRY,

It's home for about 30% of our
approximately 4300 people. It's one of
the most technically advanced buildings in this most modern, technically
advanced city.
The Electric Tower is only the
most obvious indication of our growth.
We have the world's most advanced,
computerized Energy Control Center
under construction and nearing
completion. Our new instantaneous
data recall Customer Information
System provides our service representatives with the information they need to
handle any customer question or
request within seconds.
Our management is looking ahead

now to the end of the century. One
day they may be thinking in terms of
next week . .. the next day in terms of
the year 2000. Anticipating problems
that could arise and devising ways to
solve them.
The challenge to us is staying ahead
of the growth of the Houston-Gulf
Coast, one of the most rapidly expanding sections of the country. We have
to keep building and adding and
planning to make sure we grow even
more rapidly than our service area.
All this requires talent ... bright
minds that aren't afraid of change or
challenge, and in just about every field .
We need people who can think about

the problems of tomorrow while
supplying the needs of today. There's
no better way to grow than in a growing company serving a growing area.
Let us tell you more. No matter what
your major or graduation date, contact
us for an interview.
Opportunities for : EngineersElectrical, Civil, Mechanical , Chemical ;
Salesmen , Accountants , Computer
Programn1ers, Home Economists,
Secretaries , Business Administration
and Liberal Arts graduates.
Houston Lighting & Power Company,
P. 0 . Box 1700, Houston, Texa s

Houston
On campus interviews: October 20

Lighting
&Power

Company
An ~al opportumty employer
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TWELVE

Attempts Al Panther Party ·wright looks
Forward to Track
Eradication Go Unknown

,
t•

PERSONALITY
I
SPOTLIGHT
L---------------::::-:-=====:f

Hoover J. Wright, th ·anks with any college in I
1969 N. A. I. A. track the nation.
coach of the year, loo
Gone from last season's!
forward to the 69-70 sea famed mile relay team is
son with great expecta- All-American Felix John-j1
tions.
son. Alvin Dotson, who
Wright is fully awa came along fast at the end
that his 69-70 team can of last season is expected
not win on last season' to come around and give
record. "I tell Boggess and Prairie View a banner,
Newhouse
that
peopl . year. Fred "Flintstone"
won't be satisfied wit Newhouse, Jessie Ball and
them running a 48.0 quar Thurman Boggess, also re- 1
ter. They must look g · turn.
everytime they run," stat
The thing that makes
ed Wright.
Wright standout as a
In just a short coachin coach is his ability to inspan at Prairie Vie still desire and the winning
Wright has built Prairi attitude in boys. "You
View's track program int have to talk winning aa national power that
See TRACK, Page 15

HECK

th
By JIM
litical groups such as
e
27
College Press Service
Mobe, the Presidio
or
14
th
The Black Panther Par- the Milwaukee
,
e
ty is being slowly, care- press has refused to deal
fully, but very assuredly with the Pan thers. Thus ,
eradicated. The highly-or- the story of th eir very real
ganized process that is oppression goes unknown
eliminating all the top -and the blatant attempts
leaders is in full swing. to annihiliate them extraWhether it is conscious ·or legally flourish wi th out
not, it is indicative that the criticism.
status quo has the unnervThe
Black
Panther
ing ability to stave any- Movement is apparently so
thing that threatens it.
threatening it must be
There are now, at least, fought with our greatest
46 top party officials, in- weapon: ignoring it. By
eluding chairman Bobby totally ignoring this revoSeale, under arrest from lution we are pretending, :
New Haven to Los Ang- if not promulgating, an eneles. They are being held vironment in which it just fore any guilt has been liam o. Douglas. This is
on bail that exceeds two doesn't exist. And this proved, police agencies are all compounded by Berkmillion dollars.
makes a convenient time rounding up the Panthers eley Police Chief Bruce BaEven if the charges on for government officials to in the most bizarre of ker's fumbling of a plan
the Panthers are real dispense with the party all ways imagineable.
he devised for "annihiliat-·
(which ls highly suspect) together.
Chairman Bobby Seale Ing the party's national of- even were the bail someThe p~imary indications was picked up most recent- fice," the news of which·
how justified, even if they of consp1z:1cy against ~e ly. Leaving a wedding in fell into hands of report-·
are all
truly guilty, ~anthers JS th~ way offic- . Oakland, police grabbed ers. (By the way, the atwouldn't the number of ar- 1als are rounding up the Seale and brought him to tention given Baker's plan
rests of prestigious offic- top l~a~ers on charges of the San Francisco City was minimal, because re- •
ials alone draw the atten- c?nspmng to murder {par- jail. His charge was the:1 porters felt it was too
tion of the press? So it t1cularly the form~r Pan- same as the other 14 now: clumsily conceived. It was)
seems. But while Dave an_d ther Alex Rackley m New arrested in the case: murHarrassment of top ofChet and Walter and Enc Haven, Conn)· . Pant?ers der, kidnapping, conspir- fices in Chicago and Los
c?ntent_ themselves with charge the police killed acy to commit murder and Angeles continues. The
discussions about other po- ackley. In any case, be- conspiracy to kidnap. The most frequent situation enFBI is hosting this treas- ' gages police in "shoot. ure hunt.
outs" with Panthers inside
Others were arrested in offices where it is common
New Haven, Denver, Salt knowledge Panthers store
Lake City and Los Ang- arms.
The testI!!1ony
·
PERSONALITIES:
Mr. Tommy Eustace and Miss
eles ....
of an ! In Chicago, police barg- Debbie
Osbom.
FBI informer black-man ed into Panther offices
by Adrian Cooper
George Sams; is the thin where the Breakfast for
This week's spotlight ma3ormg in Economics
strand of evidence used by Children program was unthe FBI for thes~ ~ass ar- derway. The several dozen shines on Miss Deborah and minoring in Intergrat~ts. Sams testified that children were being fed Osborne and Mr. Tommy ed Social Sciences from
it too~ the whole central when police, armed, order- Eustace. Debbie is a Ju- Lockhart, Texas. He is a
committee of the Panthers ed them to leave. Shooting nior majoring in Physical member of Omega Psi Phi
Alpha
Phi
to OK the alleged execu- . began. Sixteen Panthers Education and minoring in Fraternity,
tion of Rackley.
.
I were arrested. Only CBS Biology from East Orange, Omega Service Fraternity,
ROTC
and
. What ~akes the situ~- , television would report: New Jersey. She is a mem- Advanced
t1on particul~rly s~spect is ' "Panthers said police shot ber of "Club Chic" and AUSA. The Panther wishes
the method m ~hich FBI first; police said Panthers she enjoys Gymnastics, this week's Personality's
agents ~1:e roundmg, up the I shot first. Witnesses tend Modern Dancing, and mod- a great big GOOD LUCK.
eling. Tommy is a senior
Adrian Copoer
!OP o~1cJals; Seales case ' to agree with Panthers."
JS tyP1cal. Normally, exA
f th Ch'
tradition proceedings . . re-run
e
icago
would be necessary for mc1dent of _middle summer ;
24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
.
Los Angeles
transporting
Seale to New was
S t heldM m th
h"l
8
35
1
Haven, where he would ep · · ore . an
c at
face trial. But several days dren were eatmg bre~ast
Black and White
after holding him in jail when
ar~ed .,tacti_cal
without bond, FBI men squads arrived
look1;11g
X
Top Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix
"swept" Seale away by car , 0 r s~spects of alleged kill- :
($4.95 value)
with plastic frame $4 ($7.95 value)
: to Chicago, where, all of a mgs. Few~r ar~sts were
Machines
1
Send any black & white or color photo
I sudden he was implicated m8:de, but like Chicago, the i
Bank and Post Office Block - Hempstead, Texas
up to a· x 10· (no negatives) and the
Iwith the other resisters · ?ffice was totally demo!-:
name "Swingline" cut from any
Swingline stapler or staple refill package
VA 6-8159
now facing trial in Chicago I ished a nd the food de- 1
to: Poster-Mart. P. 0. Box 165,
st royed.
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
for
inciting
to
riot
during
check or money l:Jrder (no C.O.D.'s) In
the amount of $2.00 for each blow-up;
the Chicago convention.
One of the waning at$4.00 for blow-up and frame as shown.
This federal charge rnade tributed of the press is the
Add sales tax where applicable. Original
material mumed undamaged. Satisfac,
it unnecessary for agents investigation of suspicious
tlon guaranteed. Allow 30 days for delivery.
to file extradition papers. or dubious incidents. CerAfter the Chicago trials, tainly Panther charges
THE
GREAT
where Seale will undoubt- need substantiation; but
SWINGUNE
edly be cleared, it will be police charges certainly
TOT~TAPLER
no problem for the FBI to need investigation. Why
Tht wrld's largest selling
transport him east instead the press has neglected
sU!)ler yet no larger than a
peck of OIIILDNLY ~ with 1000 nu llliplal·
of west. And New Haven this very news-worthy sitwill no doubt be an appro- uation is beyond under"96 1Je.a't1'. of C!ontinuou1,, dvwfoe."
TH£ GREAT NEW
SWINGllNE
priate
motel
stop
for
the
standing.
9
HANoa
weary drivers. There Seale
It is all reminiscent of
~ \I
DESK STAPLERS
ONLY $1.11 each.
will be apprehended by Jo- dear old Nicolas the II who
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
With 1000 staples
CICIiy $1.98 e1~h.
cal police.
sat in his Czar's palace in
The "national" plan is 1916 smiling and giving
and
L, __ -·
alleged to come from J. luncheons while his empire
l > - ~•.~
Edgar Hoover. The OK to was tumbling down. Like
FURNITURE STORE
transport Seale by car, as he once admitted to his
reported by CBS news, al- dupe Rasputin, "Just don't
legedly came from Sup- think about it, and it
reme Court Justice Wil- doesn't exist."
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like a hog." The carelesstcompares him to a silly hu- his unfavorable physical to the frog. Why not admit then people are ...
I
woman slams her fingers !' man who failed to use th_ features. Take the poor that the kid looks like a
It all boils down to the
in the cabinet door and head she still has.
frog, for instance. So what "popeyed" baby?
simple fact that people
A person whose feet face cannot face the truth of
"flops around like a chickIn addition to his use O if his eyes are large? I
each
other is "pigeon- the matter: they behave
en with his head chopped the lower animals for com- think it is cruel to say that
. . . and then she had off." The poor chicken... parisons of behavior, man someone's baby has "frog toed." Right? Wrong. It and look exactly like peothe nerve to tell us to read on his deathbed and man also uses them to describe eyes." I think it is cruel pigeons are "pigeon-toed," ple.
all four chapters!
~~;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;;;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-j
Do you realize that
have a 7:30 class every
day?
. . . and I've just got to
drop it cause I can't stand
Mr. Whoever! Honey, I
can't wait to see Friday
so I can leave this Yard
and make it to Houston!
Is this you? Sure it is.
Anyone attending Prairie
View has spoken one, or
all of these lines at one
time or another. We as a
student body sometimes
feel that the System was
set up to give us a hard
time and for that purpose
only. But let's stop for a
moment to think and reflect. True, there are a
number of things to beef
and gripe about, and believe me, we beef and gripe
about them. But are we
really serious? Being realistic about it, isn't the end
product worth all of the
petty annoyances? That
bit of paper that proclaims
that you have earned the
right to start a professional life is certainly worth a
7 :30 class or a low attitude instructor. To all new
students, be patient, you'll
get used to it. And to the
old students, now really,
aren't you over that stage
yet?
Reporter
Ella Lewis

They're At
It Again

The Problem
With People
by Naomi Clinkscales
We are always in a hurry to put everything distasteful on the poor animal. -Just yesterday I
heard a young man say,
"Man, she wobbles like a
duck." Now why did he
have to drag the duck into
it? He could have said she
wobbled like a fat woman.
But he, like many of us,
refused to admit that the
problem with people is
people, not animals.
We speak of the I-already - got - it - you -better - get - it professor who
"perches" on the edge of
his desk "like a wise ol'
owl." The shrewd and cunning are as "sly as a fox."
The slow learner is "dumb
as an ox," while the
strong-willed are "stubborn as a mule." Junior
shows off by "acting like a
monkey." I-she acting like
a monkey or is he acting
like the spoiled little brat
that he really is? The
"slowpoke" creeps along
'like a snail." Why not say
he creeps along like a little
old lady? I think we should
keep it among the Homo
sapiens where it belongs.
People with big appetites "eat like a horse."
The untidy eater "~luts

Do you have to give up your identity
to make it in a big corporation? .
You've heard the stories:
One big corporation forbids you to
.wearanything _b ut white shirts.
Another says it wants you-to be "creative"-and gives you a 4-pound rule
book telling you exactly how to do it.
Yet another doesn't want you to buy
a more expensive car than your boss
because "it wouldn't look right'.'
Is this really happening in American·
business?
Have companies become so rigid and

fossilized that they're scared of people
who don't fit the "norm"?
Not this company.
Wearenothungupontrivia likethat.
The advances General Telephone &
Electronics has made didn't come from
people hiding behind organization
charts and smilingatthe right time.
They came from people who used
their brains:
People who revolutionized picturetaking with the Sylvania flashcube,

who developed the high-energy liquid
laser, who came up with the sharpest
color TV picture in the world, who pioneered instant electronic stock market
quotations, and so on. ·
We are looking for more people like
this-people who aren't afraid to stand
up and try themselves out.
We are an equal opportunity employer:
'
All you need to make it with us is a
good head on your shoulders.

General Telephone & Electronics
Sylvania Electric Products • Lenkurt Electric • Automatic Electric • Telephone Companies In 34 States• Ger.oral Telephone DiRclo,y Company • Gene.rat Tale~ & Eltclnlnlca Laboratortet
General Telephone & Electronics International• GTltE Data Stmc.l • GTltE Communications ·
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PY-Southern Draw 22,174
Fans In Astrodome Game

PY Grad Gets Ph.D.;
Joins Physical
Education Staff

In a conference game 1 added the first two points.
played in the Astrodome, ' Prairie View had scored
the Southern University 1 first. With 5:47 left in the
Jaguars defeated Prairie , first period, Maurice McView 14-6. Southern com- Gowan and Sammy Lee
pleted three passes in fif- hooked up on a 72 yard
teen attempts but made pass play. In the third
two of them payoff for ' quarter, Hall threw to
scores. After a 56 yard Louis Porter who completpunt return by Louis Por- ed a 65 yard touchdown
ter Southern moved for a play. Southern had 132
fir~t down at the fifteen. yards rushing and 85 passThen Howard Hall hit Hal ing while Prairie View had
Carmichael at the three 77 rushing and 208 pass!-'V's .James Bagby (54) and Ted Port.er in Astrodome Action on the 27th and Carmichael fell in for ing. The game drew 22, 174
the
score. Mark Samples paid customers.
Mercer
University's
Louis
of_
Sept.ember.
_ _ _stop
_ _Southern
____
_____
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mrs. Mattie Scott Londow was recently awarded
her Ph. D. in physical education at Texas Woman's
university.
A native of El Campo,
she graduated from F. W.
Gross high school in Victoria as class valedictorian.
3he received her BS from
Prairie View A&M in 1948
and MS in 1953.
She taught in Port Arthur
district
for 18
years school
before
going
to

I

Southern university
in
Baton Rouge, La. as an assistant professor. As a
full-time graduate student
at TWU, she was also a research assi<;tant to Dr.
Anne
Schley
Duggan.
Since Sept. 1, Mrs. Londow
is serving as professor and
head of the women's division of health and physical
education at Prairie View
A&M. Her husband, Robert
Londow, resides at 5416
Prospect in Port Arthur.

If you want to grow
with a·growth company...
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Draft Procedure!
Found Invalid
The San Francisco Federal court has handed
down a draft decision that
could significantly disturb
draft procedure while freeing a number of present 1- '
Aers from induction.
Judge Robert I. Peck- 1
ham ruled this week that /
universaHy enforced regu- 1
lation that prevents draft
registrants from being accompanied by legal counsel when summoned before
a local draft board is invalid and "constitutionally
suspect."
Judge Peckham was the
magistrate who ruled ear- i
lier this year that members of draft boards must ,
be residents of the area
1
from which they send men.
Those men who have appeared
before
draft
boards, usually on summons for being delinquent ;
in registration, and who
have stood mute or requested the assistance of
an attorney or counsel
have normally been held in
contempt and classified 1A. Their classifications are
now invalid and most draft
boards will probably simply ignore them rather
than submitting to the legal rigamaroll necessary to
change the person's classification or validate the
1-A status.
Judge Peckam clearly
ruled that only ongress
can refuse the
ght of
counsel for any
on being interogated
federal
institutions and
no le-gal delegation of
is power had ever bee
ranted
the Pres id
(and
through him
draft
boards). Besid
ckham
SM"DRAFT
'f5•
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go·with
Westinghouse.
The Westinghouse recruiter
will be on campus

••••

....

.....

We need help. We need engineers who want to grow and contribute to society at the same
time. Westinghouse believes the
two are not mutually exclusive.
Talk with our campus recruiter
about starting a growth career
with Westinghouse, or write Luke
Noggle, Westinghouse Education
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15221.
An equal opportunity employer.

In the past five years, our sales
have gone up fifty percent and
profits have nearly tripled. Our
goal is continued growth. Much of
this growth will come from our
commitment to improve the world
we live in.
When you're in everything from
computers to urban development,
to medical science, to mass
transit, to oceanography-the
opportunities are boundless.

You can be sure ...if it's Westinghou~e@
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Re-Incarnated
Panthers Up

Track

a.re champions, but he does Bagby,

All-

time

T. C. Minor, Travis Hill~Conger, are other return-

ing mem~rs of last ~ato feel like this. He will pole vaulter Michael Con- Clay, Freddie Patterson sons national championhave to replace James nors.
· and Billy Hall and El.to ship team.

For Bishop

Draft

three

agree that champions are American shot putter and Henry Hend~rson, Roy

CONTINUED from Page 12
round the kids, because
they can sense it if you
lack confidence," stated
Wright.
BY JOE BOOKER
Wright understands the:
Following
his
usual track tea::i won't merely
script with subtle prepara- walk out on the track and
tion, Glum Alexander Dur- start w:nning because they·
ley, Prairie View's head·
footbal 1 coach has readjusted his Panthers with
grave intentions of getting
back in the winning track. CONTINUED from Page I I
The Panthers and Bish-, TED MERCER, Soph.,
op Tigers will emerge in a 6-3 215 L. B. Texarkana,
grid-iron clash Saturday No. 85
night i~ the C:otton Bowl
An exciting and terrific,
1
that will excite unusual football player. This super
glamour for a number of sophomore linebacker can
reasons.
make things happen on the
Because of the size of football field with the click
its interior linemen and: of his h~ds. He is exexcellent performance by tremely qmck and can play
defensive back Bivian Lee, any position on the footthe Panthers are thrust toi ball field if he had to. He's
believe that they can re-I always where the action is.
turn to the winning track. I
After last year's 4-6 recJAMES WILSON, Soph.,
ord, sullen and mutinous 6-0 190 Flanker, Beaufollowers will be unhappy' mon~, No._ 81 .
with anything less or
Wilson 1s a picture footequal.
Happily,
Prairie ball ~layer: Coaches have
View will be ready to play d~cr1bed him. as one of the
in spite of Durley's pessi- qmcke~.t receivers o~ the
mistic attitude.
team. He has color m ev.
.
erything he does", stated
While graduation ex- one scrimmage - watcher.
tracted
tackles . .Glen He comes up with the,
Woods, Clarence Williams, tough catch when no one,
Cl~rence Jones, ~lanker in the ballpark expects him
1
Uriel Jo_tmson, spht end to catch it. Could be one of
J~mes M1tche_ll ~nd defen- the top wide-receivers inj
s1ve__ bac~ Fmms ~ayl?r, the conference if thrown1
Prame View looks like its to enough.
muscular self in both _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"force and number" and
talent.
i
Woods,
Mitchell
and
CONTINUED from Page 14 1
Williams are expected to
continued, such a delega-1
deliver impressively
as
tion would be "constitu-j
pros.
1
Tackle Leslie Hudson, tionally suspect."
The decision affects all!
uninhibited and seemingly
indestructable at 290, will draft boards under juris-,
fill Wood's All-Conference diction of the government
programs. He is a com- unless challenged or overplete player - admired by turned in a higher court.
fans and lionized by half
the teams in the South- Powell, 215 ; and John
western Athletic Confer- Lewis, 175.
ence.
John Benton is a prim
With big Leslie in the first down blaster with all
lineup, the Panthers will of the bruising virtues o
have nothing to apologize an old-time fullback, h
for. He and noseguard Lu- will be eagerly watched b
ther Gentry, 285, look like the pros. He can ruin th
the best of a long line of opposition
with
brut
imposing Prairie View de- strength.
fensive stalwarts.
The quarterback posiGentry, a Dallas-Pink- tion has gone to sophoston product, could be a more Allen Merchant. Th
revelation. He represents 6-2 205 pound passing sen
an unusual combination of sation has the
enti
size, strength and speed. coaching staff elated wit .
Bivian Lee, a 6-2 200 his improvement.
pound All-American canThe big men in the Pandidate at defensive back thers attack are wide reheads the secondary. His ceivers Charles William
dedication is almost to the and James Wilson. Will
point of eccentricity and iams is a 6-2 215-pound
he has progressed to the senior from Dallas-Pinkpoint where he should re- ston, and is groomed as one
ceive national recognition. of the top ends in the naOther unrelenting head- tion.
bangers are Maurice DaWilson, a 6-0 190 pound
vis, Claude Harvey, Ed sophomore from Beaumont
Fisher, Ted Mercer and is quiet, easy going and is
James Bagby.
a big hit with his teamJerry "The Jet" Jeffer- mates, but Prairie View's
son was Prairie View's sec- opponents are yet to figond leading rusher last ure out an effective way t
year. The 185-pound half- stop him.
back will stampede in a
Despite a semblance of
marauding backfield that form, the Prairie View includes John Benton, 220; Bishop game will probably
Jessie Webb 220; Willie be decided by a few crazy
Limbrick,
180;
Gentry bounces of the ball.
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Come as you are!
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you asked! It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabrieating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurg ical departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most
modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also: Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERSGraduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central
Technical Division, our design and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an iJ1terview.
AC~~UNT~NTS-Graduates in accounting or business
admin1str~t1on (24 hours of accounting are preferred)
~re recruited for training for supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
~ewees in _liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department.
Som~ no~-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant9perations and other departments.

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be ~ure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." It tells 1t like it is.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Southwestern Athletic Conference Roundup

Shows Old Form·

by C. D. Henry
· 32, and 28 yards, as well as
The G-Men of Grambling three extra points. Johnny
evened her league record Ha rd ge, fullback plunged
By Joe Booker
by caging the Prairie View for one of Southern's
It sounds something like.
Panthers 58-25 . Gramb- scores, ::.11d a Howard Hall
a paradox to spell out a
ling to:>k the opening kick- to Al Dunbar 30 yard pass
hero for Prairie View afoff and moved 74 yards in accounted for a second.
ter being humiliated by the
10 plays. Virgil Robin<::o n Ken Ellis th rilled the
Grambling Tigers 58-25
ran 43 yards to the 4 and hometown
rooters
by
last Saturday night at
scooted three yards a play breaking yards for the
Grambling.
later. Calvin Lewis kicked th ird tally. The win left
The
Grambling
lire
the first point and added a Southern with two conferwhich averages 265-pounds
fi0ld goal from 22 yards as ence wins and a tie in
of muscles put the redGrambling College raced to three outings under a new
light on Prairie View's
a 10 point lead. Frank head coach, Alva Tabor.
running game, but there
Lewis
then went 82 yardc; Steve Truss had run 54
was one little Panther to
PV's Allen Merchant rolls out for attempted pass as Willie Limbrick (24)
for
a
tally as Grambling yards to set up Valley's
blocl<s.
come out all of the t -:: rtur:?
led 17-0 at the end of the score. Rich Hamilton scorand embarras::ment ar, a
quarter. Prairie View got ed from the 3. It was 13-7
hero.
en the board on an Allen at halftime.
Allen Merchant, former
Merchant to James Wilson
At Pine Bluff, the first
high scho:>l All-American
into
something
with
his
pass
play.
Sam
Lee
conof
the "grudge" battles
quarterback at Houstonby JOE BOOKER
~epitomize
All - American
verted.
Frank
Holmes went to Arkansas as they
Kashmere displayed icyThere are always skep- · tale:1t
and
competitive pin-point passing.
He is the most touted then threw 33 yards to turned loose the running
vein courage of life and t ~cs around to crack sus- temperament combined in
Prairie View player since Frank Lewis and later game on Jackson State.
limb as he passed and ran picious smiles, but fans · one package.
the mesmerist striking Ti- attending the Prairie ViewPrairie View and Bishop the days of Choo Choo threw five to Willie Arm- Charles Harkless carried
and
Charles strong.
36 times for 212 yards and
gers into submission.
Bishop classic !n the Cot- are Negro football powers Brackins
Merchant ended first touchdowns of 10, 1, and
Merchant replaced start- ton Bowl Saturday night, that have had little con- Wright. His 150 yards
ing quarterback Maurice October 18 will have an tact with the outside passing and two touch- half scoring with a three 11 yards. Otto Love carMcGowan in the second opportunity to see at least world, but pro scouts and downs against a stubborn yard keep. In the third ried 21 times for 121
quarter and immediately a half-dozen players who football writers revel in Grambling team a week quarter John Benton scor- yards, and scored the first
put the Panthers on the
"their sustained level of ago almost turned Coach ed for Prairie View from touchdown on a 19 yard
Alexander Durley, a life- the 2 after three personal effort. The fifth Arkansas
scoreboard when he hit
Mid-way the third quar- excellence."
flanker James Wilson for
long pessimist, into an fouls, and a pass interfer- touchdown was an 89 yard
Scouts
attest
that
in
ala 37-yard touchdown .
ter Merchant moved the
eternal optimist. He'll have ance penalty set it up. pass play from Donald
With les5 than three ball 81 yards in 12 plays most any year, they meas- two of the finest receivers Then the G-Men started in Belle to Tommy Scrubbs.
ure up to the uninhibited
minutes rema;ning in the and fullback John Benton
ruggedness of Easter foot- in the nation to throw to the fourth quarter; Virgil Jimmy Sanders reserve
second quarter. Merchant went in from the 3. In the
in
All-American
end Robinson ran 36 for one, Quarterback ran for a two
ball powers.
continued to confuse the 81 yard march Merchant
Charles
Williams
and Holmes threw 11 to Terry point conversitn and Larry
As usual, the biggest flanker James Wilson.
opposition with pin-point hit on four straight passes.
Williams then 33 to Frank Bankston kicked two. The
passing and running. After : With Merchant return- concentration of power and
Prairie View will also Lewis and Frosh Matthew story here was that Bankmoving the ball to the Ti- ing to his high school form individual prowess is at muster class and depth at Reed threw 37 to Terry ~ton missed his first _try
gers 3-yard-line Merchant where he threw for some Prairie View where quar- the running back position. Williams for
the final Im two years after the first
faked a h;,nd-off and rolled 2000 yards and 21 touch- ter back Allen Merchant, a Talented fullback John Grambling score. Prairie touchdown. Stanley Blackout to his right u1~touched downs, the Panthers look dazzling sophomore All- Benton is the work-horse View's frosh, Curtis Dock- mon scored the first two
for the Panther's second hope-heartedly to getting Conference candidate, has of the attack. His forte is ery threw to James Wilson Jackson tallies on 6 and 10
touchdown.
):ack on the winning track. been translating nothing the head-on smash, but he for 33 yards and a score. yard runs. Sylvester Collcan also slant off tackles Grambling lost 238 yards ins add~d one point. Jimmy
and skitter in the open on penalties and touch- Myles mtercepted and ran
field. Jerry "The Jet" Jef- downs of 80, 72, and 43 51 yards for the third
ferson , the Panther's sec- yards.
Jackson score which made
ond leading rusher last
At Baton Rouge South- it 28-19 at halftime. Robseason is back to terrorize ern ground out a 30-7 win jert ~elly threw 58 yards
the conference with his over a stubborn Mississip- 'to 1:,1chardson t_o end the
downfield swoops.
pi Valley team. Mark Sam-: scormg. The final score
Other backfield spots pies put his foot in the ball I was Arkansas 34, Jackson
are stacked with size and as he kicked goals of 23, · 25 ·
speed. Jessie Webb moves
Tackle James Jones a : Texas
Southern
and
his 215 pounds spryly at ferocious 6-4, 230 po~nd : Tennessee State b~ttled to
fullback while Willie Lim- vehemoth; reliable George I a 26-26 deadlock m Housbrick, Kenneth Johnson Dixon, a quick and com- 1 ton. TSU used the overand John Lewis, show a lot bat;ve 220 pound tackle, i head route as David Mays
of class at halfback.
leads a strong front wall.
threw to Ike Jefferson for
While there are no inQuarterback Arthur Mc- 6 yards, and a score and
terior linemen with mag- Coy, a sophomore, could then frosh phenom threw
nitude of a Clarence Wil- al'"o be a revelation.
to Toombs, Jefferson, and
Iiams, All-American astro- -Mo~ely for touchdowns.
nomers should make a note can muster.
Tennessee harl scored first
to watch Eci Fisher, a 6-4,
Herbert
O'Neal
as
Brooks threw to Alcus
185
250 pound tackle fixture pound sophomore f~llback , Dav!s, and a ~4 yard interand Luther Gentry, a 6-7, is expected to provide All- ceptrnn had given them an
285 pound star-spangled American leverage. O'Neal early lea~. TSU ~ed 26-19
giant, who eats trap blocks a speedy wide threat, is at . half-t1m:. This marks
and is tough and mean rated as one of the finest the second tie game played
enough to make any team running backs in the na-l b}'. TSU and the jury is
tread carefully.
tion , and he will blend stlll out on _them. However
While
Bishop
might
not
sufficient
desire and talent so~e questions were anFederal Representatives and Prairie View Gradube nearly so loaded with to knock everything in s~ ered
Sat~rday when
standout
personnel,
the
Titheir
vicinity
horizontal..
they
entertamed
the Alates will be on Campus for a General Assembly:
gers have won 11 of their - - - - - - - - - - - · corn Braves.
J'
last 13 games and at times
See FOOTBALL STANDINGS. Page 3
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seem to have muscles in
4 MILES CROSS COUNTRY
their eyebrows.
In The Memorial Student Center
At least two of coach
Name, school, time
7. Wilson , Grambling,
Dwight Fisher's stellar
1. Mendoza, Prairie 24 :28
performers
are
being View, 21 :07.3
8. Shaw, Prairie View,
The Federal Service Entrance Examination Will Be
prominently mentioned for
2. Haggerty, Pr a i r i e 24 :38.5
All-American honors. Fish- View, 21 :42
9. Brown, Prairie View,
Given at 1:00 p.m. in the Ballroom of the Memorial
er can list no drastic po3. Shoaf, Grambling, 24:55
sition problems. He re- 23:19.5
10. Jones, Bobby, GramStudent Center.
cently surprised ardent
4. Gatewood, Grambling, bling, 25 :55
supporters by putting his 23 :56
RESULTS
Prairie View - 25
personal endowment on the
5. Conger, Prairie View,
current aggregation.
24 :10
Grambling - 30
Sixteen Runners Started
This capsule analysis
6. Johnson, Grambling,
_ _ _ ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _JI indicates the depth Bishop 24:20
at 3 :30 p.m. - 14 Finished
1

PY-Bishop Classic Presents Array of Talent

Uncertain About the Future?
COME WHERE THE ACTION IS
Learn Abo,ut Careers
•

1n

FEDERAL SERVICE

Where One Exam Can Establish Your Eligibility
For More Than 200 Jobs Around The Country

For Further Information See
Mr. H. L. Jones, Placement Director

